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Approach – Answer : Sociology Mains Mock Test 3-(180) (2014) 

 

1. (a) Formal Organization:                                                                                                                                              12.5 

Approach: 

• Definition  of   ‘formal  organization’ 

• Characteristic  of ‘ formal   organization’ 

• Types  of    ‘formal  organization’ 

• Conclusion: Criticism   and    significance 

Answer: 

An  organization  is  a  group  with  an  ‘identifiable  membership’ , that  engages  in  concerted  collective  

actions  to  achieve a ‘common  purpose’. A  ‘ Formal  Organization’  is  a  large  social  group  that  is  

‘deliberately’  and  ‘rationally’, designed  to  achieve ‘specific objectives.’ It achieves it’s objectives, by 

means of explicit rules,  regulations and  procedures. 

According  to    David  Silverman ,  ‘formal  organizations’, exhibit  patterns   of ‘ social  relations’  ,  which  

are ‘ less  taken  for  granted’ ,  than  those  in    non  formal    organizations  and    which  organizational  

participants  often  seek  to  ‘coordinate’  and   ‘control.’ 

Unlike primary groups, which are informal, ‘formal organizations’  have  a  ‘carefully  designed  structure’  

that   ‘co ordinates’   the  activities  of  the  members  in  the  interest  of  the    ‘greatest   possible  efficiency 

.’ The ‘ relationships’   between   the  members  of  formal   organization  are  based  on  the   ‘positions’  that  

they  hold . ‘Rights’  and  ‘responsibilities’    are   attached   to  the  ‘office’   a  person  occupies ,not  to  the  

person  as  an  individual.  ‘Legal   standing’   is  an  essential  pre-requisite  of   formality . 

The   ‘bureaucratic   organization’ remains the prime   example   of  ‘formal  organization’. The  larger  and  

more  complex , a  formal  organization  becomes ,  the  greater  is  the  need  for  a  ‘chain  of  command’   

to   ‘ co ordinate’  the  activities  of  its  members . This    need  is  fulfilled  by   ‘bureaucracy’ a   ‘hierarchical  

authority   structure ,’  that  operates  under  ‘explicit   rules  and  procedures’.   Understanding  ,  

bureaucracy   is  therefore  ,  the  key  to  the  analysis  of  ‘formal  organization’.   

Formal   Organizations,  have   been    analyzed   by   various   sociologists   in   terms  of   the       ‘structure’ 

and  ‘social  processes’   operating  in   them. Burns and Stalker   have   constructed   ‘two ideal types of   

formal   organization’. i)Mechanistic  ii)  ‘Organic’. The ‘mechanistic organization’ is very similar to   Max   

Weber’s analysis   of ‘bureaucracy.’ It includes a ‘specialized division of labour’ with the ‘rights and duties’ of 

each employee being precisely defined. Vertical instructions flow   downward through a ‘chain of 

command,’. Any   decision  is   processed   at   various levels in the   ‘hierarchy.’ Each individual in the 

organization is responsible for discharging his ‘particular responsibility’. 
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In ‘organic  organizations’, the  ‘rigid  hierarchies’  and   ‘specialized   division  of  labour’, of  mechanistic   

systems  tend  to  ‘disappear.’ The   ‘areas  of responsibility’ are  not clearly defined. The individual job is to 

employ his ‘skills’ to further the ‘goals’ of the organization rather than simply carry out a predetermined 

operation. Tasks are shaped by the ‘nature of the problem’ rather than being predefined. Although a 

hierarchy exists, it tends to become ‘blurred’ as communication travels in all directions .The   top 

management no longer has the sole prerogative over important decisions. Communication   consists   of   

‘consultation’ rather  than  ‘command’. 

Burns and Stalker argue that ‘mechanistic systems’ are best suited to   ‘stable conditions’, and  organic 

systems to ‘changing conditions.’ In   the  current  post – industrial , ‘knowledge  economy’, a  result  of  the  

Information  Communication  Revolution ,  ‘organic  organizations’  are  more  suited  , to  adapt  to  changing  

conditions. They are ‘flexible’ and   ‘fluid’ and unlike   traditional bureaucratic   organizations   , they   can  

rapidly mobilize resources to solve  ‘unfamiliar  problems’. They allow   pooling of  ‘information  knowledge’ 

and the formation of various combinations of ‘skills and expertise.’ 

Formal  organizations , therefore  whether  , ,mechanistic’  or  ‘ organic’,  are  a  dominant  feature  of  

everyday  social  life. There   is  however , an  ambiguous   attitude  towards  ‘formal  organizations’. Our  

‘material  affluence’   and  ‘way  of  life’  are    dependent  on  the  existence  of  formal  organizations  , such  

as  corporations  ,  large  factories  and departments . On  the  other  hand  ,  the  size  ,’ impersonality’ , and ‘ 

power  of  formal  organizations’   are   often  regarded  as   ‘dehumanizing’  and  ‘threatening’. According  to  

Amitai Etzioni, ‘without out  well  run   formal  organizations ,  our  standard  of  living , our  level  of  culture, 

and  democratic  way  of  life  could  not  be  maintained.’ 

 

1. (b) New Social Movements                                                                                                                                           12.4 

Approach: 

• Definition  of   ‘New  Social  Movements’ 

• Characteristics  of  New  Social  Movements :i) Issues ,  ii)Organizational  form ,iii) Mode of  action , iv) 

Constituents 

• Conclusion : Contribution  , Criticism . 

Answer: 

The 1960s were a period of transformation in ‘collective action.’, with  there  being   an  explosion   of  social   

movements,  around the    globe. The new social movements , rather   than   pushing for specific changes in 

public policy emphasize on    social changes in ‘identity, lifestyle and culture.’  These   movements include   

the   civil rights,  feminist movements ,  anti-  nuclear and ecological movements , gay rights campaigns   and 

many more. Collectively, this group of movements is often referred to as new social movements (NSMs).  

There are   four main ways in which they are said to differ from ‘old’ movements.’ They   being :a)new  

issues b) new  organizational  forms  c) new  action  repertoires  d) new  social  constituencies. 

• New issues: The new social movements have introduced some ‘new issues’   into   the  political systems. 

These issues are concerned with the ‘quality of life’, including the state of the global environment, 

animal rights, peaceful energy production and ‘identity politics’ associated with gay rights and disabled 

people’s movements. These movements    therefore    reflect    a very broad     social transformation 

from an industrial    to a  post – industrial society, which    centres    on  post  -material  issues. 

• New   organizational  forms :New  social  movements  appear  to  be  very  different  in  the  way  they  

are  organized. They   have   adopted a ‘loose organizational  form ‘ and  they  look  much  more  like  
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‘loose   networks  of  people.’ In  addition  they  seem  to  have  no  single  center  or  head   preferring a     

‘poly cephalous, or ‘many-headed  structure’.   

According to , Alberto Melucci  ,the   organization form itself carried a message  , namely the symbolic 

rejection of the aggressively masculine, bureaucratic power politics of the industrial age, typified by some 

trade unions and party politics.  

• New action repertories : They use a range of ‘protest actions’ from political lobbying, to sit –ins and 

alternative festival. Their ‘action repertoire’ is characterised by ‘non-violent, symbolic direct actions’. 

Non–violent protest allows them to take a high moral stance. They   tend to make extensive use of the   

‘mass media’ to generate support. Through  the    internet  and other  channels  of  media , they  create   

a  perspective on politics that   encourages ordinary people to become empowered to participate.  

• New  social  constituencies : There  has  been  a  predominance  of the ‘new’ middle class’,  that  works  

in, creative and artistic fields and education .It  has  therefore  many  a  times  been  termed   as  a  form  

of  middle  class  radicalism. It   attracts  a  ‘rainbow coalition’ of retired people, students, , feminists, 

anarchists, socialists, and many more. The  ‘working classes’ are not involved in significant numbers, 

marking   a  significant change   from the industrial period. 

According   to   Eckersley , the ‘post- material politics’ of the  ‘new  social  movement’   is not a self – 

interested politics on   behalf of    the middle – class interests, but seeks to   improve the quality of life for 

everyone.The new social movements are therefore, a unique product of  ‘late modern society’.   Their   

growth   is  proof   of  the   fact  that   citizens in late modern societies are not apathetic or uninterested in 

politics. They are helping to revitalize democracy in many countries   and   are  at    the heart of   a strong 

civic culture or civil society.   

However  ,over time, some   new  social  movements   have developed    formal organization and   have  

become  more  bureaucratic. For  ex. Greenpeace.  

 

1. (c) Industrial   conflict   and   strikes                                                                                                                           12.5 

Approach: 

• Define - Industrial  conflict 

• Forms  of     industrial  conflict 

• Causes  of    industrial   conflict 

• Strike  ,  as  a  type  of  Industrial  conflict-Definition 

• Causes   of   strikes 

• Conclusion 

Answer: 

The relationship between the owners and managers of industry on the one hand and working people on the 

other is frequently one of ‘conflict. ‘Industrial   conflict   refers both to the forms which conflict may take 

and the sources of conflict. 

Industrial conflict may be divided into two broad classes: Informal and Formal. Informal industrial conflict, is 

not based on any systematic organization,   and   they  result directly from a sense of grievance, and is wholly 

expressive in nature. Formal industrial conflict ,  refers   to   organized expressions of conflict articulated 

through a trade – union or other worker representative. Its    purpose   is ‘strategic or instrumental’ and may 

often involve workers who,  have no  personal involvement regarding the issues at stake in the dispute. 
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The   forms of conflict  include ‘absenteeism, sabotage, restriction of output and non – cooperation,’  which 

may occur on an individual or collective basis, and  ‘collective bargaining’ and ‘strikes’ which  are  collective  

manifestations. Strikes   however   represent only one aspect or type of conflict in which workers and 

management may become involved.  

There are competing accounts of the sources of conflict. The Human Relation movement suggested that 

conflict occurred when industry failed to integrate workers into a ‘socially supportive community’ at work. 

Ralph  Dahrendorf , claimed that  there would always be conflict between those ‘with authority and those 

without. ‘Weberian sociologists attribute conflict to the clash of economic interest in employment, because 

workers and managers have ‘different interests’ with regards to wages and effort. Marxists also adhere to 

an economic explanation, namely that employment in capitalism is by nature exploitative and places 

management and labour in   ‘opposed camps’.  

Strike action,  is    the refusal    of employees ‘collectively’ to continue working,    is   an instance of industrial 

conflict .  Hyman  ,defines  a strike as a ‘temporary stoppage of work by group of employees in order to 

express a   grievance or enforce a demand .’ A strike involves collective action, not the response of one 

individual worker. Those involved   are   employees  and  this  serves to separate  strikes from protests such 

as may be conducted by tenants or students. Different societies have different criteria of what counts as a 

strike: some  ,exclude all small stoppages; others disregards ‘political’ strikes. Employers’ perceptions of the 

causes of strikes are often highly contentious.  

Workers choose to go out on strike for many specific reasons. They may be seeking to a)gain higher wages, 

b)forestall a proposed reduction in their earnings. c) protest against technological changes making   their 

work duller or leading   to layoffs  d) obtain greater security of employment.  

In all these circumstances the strike is essentially a  ‘mechanism of power:’ a weapon of people who are 

‘relatively power less in the work place’ and whose working lives are affected by managerial decisions . It is 

usually a weapon of ‘last report’, to  be used when other negotiations have failed, as   workers on strike 

either receive no income or depend on union funds, which might be limited. 

 

2. (a) Discuss the impact of increasing globalization on ‘nation-states’ and ‘national identities’, in current 

times.                                                                                                                                                                                    25 

Approach: 

• Description  of   ‘globalization’ 

• Impact   on  nation states: Minimal   

• Impact   on  national  identities:   Dual (Dilution  as  well  as  strengthening) 

• Conclusion. 

Answer: 

               A number of contemporary sociologists   claim that a process of globalization has been   taking place. 

Globalization   refers   to   increasing   ‘inter  connectedness’  of  societies. In this process, it   is   argued   

that   national boundaries are   becoming   less significant in social life. Communication systems such as 

‘satellite TV’ transcend such boundaries, travel  gives  individuals a  less  localized  view  of  the world,  and  

International organizations such as the UN and the EU also reduce the importance of nation states. 

             Statehood   is  objective, whereas  nationhood  is   subjective. Nation- states,   bound   people  together  

within  a  defined  territory. Nationalism  is  the growth  of  feeling  of oneness among  people  belonging  to 

a  nation  state. According  to  McCrone, the ‘ideology of nationalism’ – that people should have a nation-
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state to which they belong – has never been stronger. In some ways the power and importance of nation 

states have been undermined by globalization and by supranational bodies such as the   European   Union, 

however   nationalism  has  survived   and  prospered because it is a flexible, adaptable ideology. As 

societies undergo rapid change and there is more confusion and fluidity over identity  , nationalism can be 

an effective ideology for uniting groups of people. 

Nations ,though ,  have  ‘less economic power’ of their own than they used to have, as a result of the spread 

of the global marketplace, yet it would not be accurate to say that we are witnessing the end of the nation-

state. In some ways, the opposite is the case, today as  every country in the world is a ‘nation-state’ or 

aspires to be one ,and  the nation-state has become a universal political form. There are actually far more 

sovereign nation -states   in the world today than there were about   twenty   years   ago.  

National  identities   are  socially created. According to Kenichi Ohmae, as a result of globalization we 

increasingly live in a ‘borderless world’ in which   ‘national identity’ is becoming weaker. However ,  another  

thread  of   argument  is  that  as globalization progresses, people often react  by ‘reviving local identities’, in 

an effort to achieve  security  in a  rapidly changing world. 

According to ,Andrew Pilkington, national  identities  have  over  a  period  of time  become  pervasive. 

However, one of the most significant factors affecting   ‘national identity’ in recent times has been 

globalization. Globalization, however   produces  contradictory    results  affecting   ‘national  identities’. It 

can lead to ‘cultural  homogenization’, ex, people in most countries in the world now drink Coca-Cola and 

watch films made in Hollywood. But   there is also  an increasing ‘fascination with difference’ so that 

‘ethnically distinctive products’ are also now available around the world. 

He further argues that globalization create ‘conflicting pressures’ between centralization and 

decentralization. Whereas ,the  powers  of  some  business  organizations , multinational  corporations  and  

political  units(transnational organizations  like  UN,EU,WTO) ,become  more  concentrated,  on  the  other 

hand   there  is  pressure  for  ‘decentralization’   too. Pilkington, is of the opinion that globalization   creates 

a ‘dual threat to national identity’. Centralization creates ‘pressures from above’(increasing  concentration  

of  powers  in   WTO, EU) and decentralization creates pressures from below, through the strengthening of   

‘ethnic minority identities’. 

Therefore , according  to  Pilkington, response to globalization, which   is a healthier one, is to accept that 

there are ‘multiple identities’. For  eg, in   the  context of  British  society ,to argue that it is possible to be 

British, English and European all at the same time. There  is  evidence of this approach in the new ‘hybrid 

identities’ of ethnic minority groups in the UK, whose identities merge ‘different cultures.’ 

It  can  therefore  ,  be  argued  that  in  the  wake  of  increasing  globalization ,  ‘nationalism’  still  is  an  

important  feature  of  social  life  ,  which  shows  little  sign  of  becoming  less  important. In fact  ,it   has   

been  argued that there has been a great resurgence of nationalism in recent decades and individuals 

usually seem to ‘identify’ more with their nation that with any other grouping. As  national  identities  ,  are  

socially  created  ,  there  is  always  the  possibility  of them  changing  ,as  a  result  of  social  change   in  

society  and  it  has  responded  variedly  to  forces  of  globalization. 

 

2. (b) Examine the impact of information technology on ‘social organization of work’ in contemporary 

society.                                                                                                                                                                                 25 

Approach: 

• Role of technology at work place-Mechanization and automation 

• Impact at the level of ‘organization’: Positive and Negative 

• Impact on Workers: Positive and Negative 

• Conclusion 
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Answer: 

As industrialization has progressed, technology has assumed  a  very  important role at the workplace, from 

factory ‘mechanization to the computerization of office work.’ The   information technology  revolution  the    

current  application  of  technology  ,has  impacted   the  ‘’experience  of  workers’’  and   ‘’attitudes  

towards work  at   work  place.’’  

Internet, email, teleconferencing and e- commerce are  changing the way in which organizations    do  

business in  current  times. They are also affecting the way in   which employees work   on a daily basis. 

Information   technology is   revolutionizing   the world of work by allowing   new, more flexible ways of 

working to emerge. This  has  given  workers greater control over and input into the work process. 

Shoshana Zuboff , in her research into the use of Information  technology in firms, concludes  that  

organizations   can choose to use Information  technology   towards very different ends. When it  has  been  

used    as a ‘’creative, decentralization force,’’ information technology can help to break down rigid 

hierarchies,  engage  more employees in decision – making and involve  workers more closely in the day – to 

– day affairs of the organization. 

However,   it can just as easily be used as a way to   strengthen   hierarchies  and surveillance practices. Also  

the adoption of   information   technology   in the workplace can cut down on face – to – face   interactions,  

block  channels of  accountability and  transform an office into a network of self – contained and isolated 

modules.  

The spread of information technology  has     certainly lead  to    heightened opportunities for some  

segments of  the  labour  force. In   the   fields   of media, advertising and design, for   example, Information   

technology   both enhances  creativity in the professional realm and introduces ‘’flexibility into personal 

work styles’’. For   the   well – qualified, valued employees in responsible positions   the vision of ‘’wired 

workers’’ and telecommuting   comes   closest to being realized.  

However at the other end of the spectrum ,are  many   low – paid,  semi  skilled individuals working in  call- 

centers and data – entry companies. These positions,   largely   a product of the   ‘telecommunications   

explosion ‘in recent years, are characterized by   degrees of isolation and   alienation that rival those of   

Harry  Braverman’s   deskilled  workers. Employees  at many  call centers , work according to   strictly  ‘ 

standardized    formats’ where there is little or no room for  ‘employee discretion   or creative input.’ 

Employees   are closely   monitored and their interaction with customers are tape – recorded for   ‘quality 

assurance’. The information revolution   thus   also seems to have produced a large number of ‘’routine, 

unskilled jobs’’ on a par with those of   the   industrial economy.  

An   important   application  of  information  technology   in  the  sphere  of  work  has led  to  ‘mass  

customizing’,  i.e., the  new technologies  allow  large  scale   production  of items   designed  for   ‘’particular   

customers.’’ According   to   Stanley  Davis,  while ‘ flexible  production’ has produced   benefits  for 

consumers and  the economy as a whole, the effect on workers has not been   positive. Although   workers   

learn   ‘’new skills and have less monotonous jobs,’’ flexible production can create  new set of ‘’pressures, ‘’ 

resulting   from  the need   to coordinate the complex production process  and  to  produce  results  quickly. 

Therefore, the  impact  of information technology   on  the  social  organization  of  work can  be  understood  

by the uses to which it is put and the ‘’way’’ in which those using the technology understand its role. 
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3. (a) What are social movements? Discuss the different perspectives on social movements.                             20 

Approach: 

• Definition   of  ‘Social  movements’ 

• Characteristics  of  Social  movements /Classification of    Social  Movements 

• Theoretical  perspectives :  

• Interactionist  approach: Theory  of  Social  unrest:                               Criticism 

• Resource  Mobilization  Theory:                                                                 Criticism 

• Structural Functionalist approach: Theory of  structural   strain,         Criticism 

• Conclusion. 

Answer: 

Social movements are defined as“collective attempts to further a common interest or secure a common 

goal through action outside the sphere of established institutions”. The  main  characteristics   of  social  

movements  are; 

• Social movements are among the most powerful forms of collective action. Well-organized, persistent 

campaigns can bring about dramatic results. For example: The ‘American civil rights movement’ 

succeeded in  outlawing racial segregation in schools and public places. The ‘feminist movement’  scored 

important gains for women in terms of economic and political equality.  

• They    often arise with the aim of bringing about change on a public issue, such as expanding civil rights 

for a segment of the population. In response to social movements, counter-movements sometimes arise 

in defence of the ‘status quo’.  For example: The campaign for women’s right to abortion, has been 

vociferously challenged by anti-abortion (‘pro-life’) activists, who argue that abortion should be 

• Social   movements ,  are  not  themselves  formal  organizations  , or political  parties  ,  but  are   ‘looser  

networks  of  individuals   and  groups  ,’  that  may  embrace  a  number  of  these  organizations . For  

example ,   A  ‘labour movement’  may    embrace  various   trade  unions , co operatives  , socialist  

parties , without  being  reducible to  any  of  these.  

• Individuals  ,  groups  and  organizations  that  comprise  a  social  movement  , operate  ‘outside  the   

regular  political  channels  of  society’  , but may  penetrate  into  political  circles  as  ‘interest  groups’. 

• The  goals  of  social  movements  may  be  as  narrow   as  ‘legalizing  marijuana’ or  as broad  as   

destroying  the  ‘hegemony  of the  world  capitalist  system’.  

• Often, laws or policies are altered as a result of the action of social movements. These  can  have   far  

reaching   effects . For example  ‘lesbian and gay movements’ have been largely successful in raising the 

issue of equal rights and many countries have equalized their laws  regarding ‘civil  partnerships’ for 

them.  

David  Aberele  has  given  a  ‘four - fold  classification’  of social  movements :i)Transformative 

ii)Reformative iii) Redemptive   iv)Alternative.i)Transformative  movements  ,aim  at  the  complete  

restructuring of society  ,ex.Millenarian  movements ii)Reformative  movements  ,attempt to  reform  some   

limited  aspect  of  existing  order ,ex. Nuclear  disarmament  groups iii)Redemptive  movements , which  

seek to  lead  members  away  from  a  corrupt  way  of  life  ex. Religious sectarian  groups .iv)Alternative 

movements , which  aim  to  change  only  particular  traits  of  individual   members ,ex. Alcoholics  

Anonymous. 

Social  movements  are   an  evident  feature  of  the  contemporary  world   , and  scholars suggest  that  we  

may   be  moving  towards   a  global  ,’social  movement  society’. The  visibility  of   social  movements  and  

their   challenge  to     the mainstream   of   society , has  made  them  an   object  of  great sociological  

interest. There  are, therefore    various  sociological   perspectives  on  social  movements . 

Herbert Blumer, devised a theory of social unrest to account for the protest activities of social movements 

outside the sphere of formal party politics . According to him, social movements of all kinds are motivated 
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by dissatisfaction with some aspects of current society, which they sought to rectify. He  considered  social 

movements as ‘agents of social change.’ 

According to Blumer, these movements can be ‘active or outwardly directed’, aiming to transform society, 

for example, labour movement, which aimed to radically change capitalist societies. They can be otherwise 

‘expressive or inwardly directed’, ,in  other  words trying to change the people who become involved. for 

example: ‘New Age’ movements, which encourage people to transform their inner selves. 

In reality, most social movements involve both ‘active and expressive’ elements as movement activists and 

supporters undergo changes in their ‘self-identity’ as a result of campaigns to change society. Example, 

environmental campaigns, are explicitly aimed at preventing ‘environmental damage,’ but in the process 

they often generate an increasing self-identification   with  the  natural world. 

In  his  theory   of  social   unrest  , Blumer,  identified    ‘life-cycle’,of  social  movements ,  involving  four 

consecutive stages. i)‘Social ferment’, when people are agitated about some issue but this is relatively  

‘unfocused and disorganized’. ii)‘Popular excitement’, during which the sources of people’s dissatisfaction 

are more clearly   ‘defined  and understood’. iii)Formal organizations are normally created which are able to 

bring about a higher level of coordination and a more  ‘effective campaigning structure’ is put in place. 

iv)‘Institutionalization’, in which the movement, which was originally outside mainstream politics, comes to 

be accepted as part of the wider society and political life.  

However, the  interactionist  approach  adopted  by  Blumer , has  it  s  share  of  critics .It  is  argued  that  , 

the approach produced some very detailed ‘case studies’ of particular movements, but   these were largely 

descriptive accounts.   The  theory  also does not   explore the rational decisions and strategies of 

movement activists.  

The   Resource   Mobilisation  theory (RMT) ,developed partly as a reaction to social unrest theories. It  has  

been  forwarded  by John   McCarthy  and   Mayer Zald .They  argued  that  social  unrest  is always present 

and  ,movements therefore cannot be explained by reference to it. It  is  the  availability of the ‘necessary 

resources’, which   turns the  ‘chronic discontent’ into  ‘effective mobilizations and social movements.’ Also  

,political dissatisfaction is not enough, to bring about social change. Without ‘resources’, such dissatisfaction 

does not become an active force in society.  

The theory pictures social movements as operating within a competitive field of movements – a ‘social 

movement industry’, within which they compete for scarce resources, and  members and activists. Social 

movement organizations, therefore find themselves in competition with other social  movement  

organizations  , some of which may appear to share their aims. 

However according to the critics, this   theory   has  little explanation for social movements that achieve 

success with limited access to resources. Piven and Cloward analysed ‘poor people’s movements’ in the 

United  States  of   America. The main  success , of  these  movements   were achieved during their formative 

stage, because  ,activists in the early stages were very ‘enthusiastic’ and took part in many ‘direct actions’ 

such as strikes and sit ins. However  , once  they became more effectively organized, direct actions became 

fewer and the ‘dead hand of bureaucracy’, took over as the movements lost momentum and impact. This  is 

quite  the  reverse of   Resource  Mobilization  theory . 

Secondly  , it   underplays  the  effects  on social  movements    of  ‘broad  social  changes’  ,  such  as  

globalization or  the  trend  towards post  industrialism. 

Neil Smelser devised a theory  of   social  movement  , which  is  ‘multi  causal’  , rejecting  all  notions  of  a  

single  cause  of  social  movement. In  his ,  theory of structural strain ,he  accounts for the emergence of 

social movements. He provides   a  ‘value-added model’ of movement emergence,  which   sees  each stage 

as   making an ‘addition’ to the probability that collective behaviour or a social movement will be created.  

According   to  him  , there  are  six  value-added  elements are necessary for a social movement. 
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i)Structural conduciveness. All social movements take place within a ‘wider social context’ and this 

structural context has to be conducive to movement formation.  

ii)Structural strain. If the social structure is conducive to collective behaviour then there needs to be ‘strain’ 

between people’s expectations and social reality. When  expectations  are  not  met  , frustration  arise    and  

people  for  other  ways  to  meet   them. 

iii)Generalized beliefs. If the first two conditions are met, then it is necessary for ‘generalized beliefs’ about 

the causes of strain to develop and spread in order to convince people of the need to join or form a social 

movement.  

iv)Precipitating factors. These are essentially events that act as sparks. They   help   to  make social strains 

more immediately visible for potential supporters. Without them, the process of movement formation may 

be stalled for a long period. 

v)Mobilization for action:  It  refers  to   effective communication through  the  formation of an active social 

network. It allows activists to perform some of the functions necessary for protest and organization-building.   

vi)Failure of social control: The final causal factor is the response of the ‘forces of social control’. The 

response of authorities can be crucial in ‘closing down’ an emergent social movement or ‘creating 

opportunities’ for it to develop. An over-reaction by authorities can encourage others to support the 

movement, especially in our media-dominated age. However, severe repressive measures can   bring 

emergent social networking to a half if people perceive the risks to  be too great. 

However, Smelser s  theory  of  social  movement , was  structural functionalist in orientation, seeing  social 

movements in terms  of  their ‘adaptive functions’, during periods of rapid social change.  

• Therefore, Social  movements  have  been  variously  interpreted  , they  being  central  to  understanding    

social  change  in  society  and also  ‘new  identity  formation’ , in  a  rapidly  changing  society . 

 

3. (c) Examine the role of ‘civil society’ in the functioning of democracies.                                                              15 

Approach: 

• Definition  of  ‘civil  society’  and  ‘democracy’ 

• Relationship   between  civil  society  and  democracy: Transition  & Consolidation 

• Areas   where  civil  society  ‘advances’  democracy  

• Areas  where  civil  society  ‘obstructs’  democracy 

•  Conclusion. 

Answer: 

Civil society encompasses all the organisations and associations that exist outside the state including 

political parties and the market oriented organisations. Non-governmental organisations, labour unions, 

professional associations, chambers of commerce, ethnic associations, religious organisations, student 

groups, cultural organisations, sports clubs, informal community groups. In short, civil society includes all 

those networks, movements, and organisations that have a public dimension. Democracy is a condition 

wherein a community of people exercises ‘collective self determination’, with equal rights and opportunities 

of participation. It is essentially ‘participatory, consultative, transparent and publicly accountable.’  

Civil society movements that  represent  ‘citizens  interests’ can  considerably  influence  both  government  

policy  and social attitudes. Independent  activities  of  the   civil  society  can  pause  a  counterweight  to  

state  power. Historically, the civil society has forced democratic transition and it is therefore argued that it 

can consolidate democracy as well. In a democratic set up, civil society organizations provide basis for 
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citizens to pursue common interests in political, social or spiritual domain, wherein they participate freely, 

collectively and peacefully. 

Scholte in a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between the ‘civil society‘ and ‘democracy’ has 

highlighted six areas where civil society advances democracy. 

a) Public education— Awareness is key to any democratic system. The civil society might enhance 

democracy through educating the public. Civic associations can raise public awareness and 

understanding   of worldwide existing laws and regulatory   institutions.  

b) Voice to stakeholders—Civil society could promote democratic governance by giving voice to 

stakeholders. Civil society organisations can give voice to neglected social circles like the poor, 

women and persons with disability ,who tend  to  get  limited  hearing  through  other channels  

including  their  elected  representatives in  executive  and  legislative  bodies. Therefore civic 

activism  can   mould  politics  towards  greater participatory  democracy. 

c) Policy inputs—Government policy formulation is considerably influenced from the inputs given by 

the civil society not only at home but also in  the international arena. They have   constantly  raised  

issues   pertaining to  ecological  imbalances  , made qualitative  assessments  of poverty  ,  and  also  

pressurised  schemes  for debt  -reduction  in  the south. 

d) Transparency of governance—Vigilant civic mobilisation can cause public transparency in 

governance . Civic  society  through  their  well  knit  networks  can question  the  popular official 

rhetoric  of ‘ transparency’ by  asking  critical  questions. 

e) Public accountability—Civil society can hold various concerned agencies accountable to public. Civic 

groups can keep an eye on the implementation and effects of policies regarding people and press for 

corrective measures when the consequences are adverse. Independent  civic agencies  have  

impartial  policy  evaluation  mechanisms  for the World  Bank, IMF. ,wherein  their policies  towards  

the  Less  Developed Countries  are    criticised. 

f) Legitimacy—The sum total of the preceding actions by the civil society could lead to a legitimate 

democratic rule. Legitimate rule prevails when people concede that an authority has a right to 

govern and that they  have a duty to obey its directives. 

The  civil  society  not  only can  promote  democracy at  home, but  also help in the democratisation  

of the  global order. For ex. various   developmental    NGO s  and  think  tank  s  who  lobby  for  

global debt  relief  and socially sustainable structural  adjustment  ,have  gone  on  to scrutinize  

public  finances  in national  and  local  governments. Women s  movements  often  use   

international  laws  and  institutions  to  democratise the  state  on  gender  lines. 

Though Civil society has contributed to the transition and consolidation of democracy, they can many a 

times obstruct popular rule too. Also civic activities may ‘fail to realise their democratising potential.’ 

a) Civil society activities may not essentially pursue democratic purposes. For example, some civic 

organisations can work to promote their private petty interests and privileges. The destructive 

groups engaged in promoting racism, ultra-nationalism and religious fundamentalism work 

contrary to the democratic rights of others. 

b) Ill-equipped government agencies cannot handle civil society inputs. Government officials may 

consult civic associations only in the later stages of policy making when the key decisions have 

already been taken. They may lack relevant staff expertise, adequate funds, or necessary receptive 

attitudes to take advantage of the benefits on offer from civil society. 

c) Civil society’s concern for global democracy could be insensitive towards the local cultural 

practices. In particular there is a danger that civil society in the South and the former communist-

ruled countries could come under the strong influence of western–styled, western –funded NGO s. 

As a result, they  have stronger cultural affinities with global managers than with local communities. 

They may unintentionally marginalise grass-root circles. 

d) Civil society may lack internal democracy—Civil society groups ,including those that specifically 

campaign for greater democracy, can fall short of democratic behaviour in their own functioning. 

Civil  society  organisations  may  advocate  on behalf   of  certain  constituencies  without  
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adequately  consulting  them. Civic  groups  may  lack  transparency  as some times  they  do  not  

publish  financial statements  or declarations  of  objectives  of  their  organisation. 

Therefore, though the civil society, provides for greater civic engagement of the citizens  in democratic 

politics, through increased participation, enhanced accountability of the state to it’s citizenry and civic 

education, their  are also instances where civic involvement may detract from democracy or sabotage the 

very fabric of democracy. 

 

4. (c) Enumerate the characteristics of ‘informally organized work’ in certain types of society.                          15 

Approach: 

• Characteristics of ‘informal nature of work’ 

• Types of society, in which work is informally organized: ‘Tribal Societies, Peasant Societies.’ 

• Characterization of work in above types of society. 

• Conclusion: Limitations of ‘informal organization of work’. 

Answer: 

Work is the basis of economy. The economic institutions  or  systems  are characterized by certain important 

components: a) Use of technology b) Division of labour or specialization of economic roles c) Organization of 

the market system d) System of property and its inheritance e) Attitude towards work. Depending  upon  the  

characteristics and ‘arrangement of the five components,’ the nature  of  work  or  the  economic  system    

can  be   classified  into  ‘formal’  or ‘informal’. 

This  organization  of  work  ,  varies from  society  to  society.  The ‘informal organization  of  work’ is 

characterized by: 

• ‘simplicity’ (use of technology, division of labour)  

• ‘absence of contracts or formal relations’ (market system, system of property),  

• ‘fusion of the economic system with other spheres of life (attitude towards work). 

Such ‘informal nature of work’ is distinctively evidenced in two types of societies:   

                      i) Tribal societies [primitive economies] 

                      ii) Peasant societies [pre modern agrarian societies]. 

The nature of work or the economic sub-system in tribal societies have the following characteristics: 

i. There is   ‘simplicity  and  uniformity’    of  the  techniques    used .Exploitation of nature is carried on 

in the absence of technological aids. The rate of innovation is very low in these societies.  

ii. As a result the bare minimum necessary for sustenance is raised with considerable difficult and only 

rarely do they these societies have any economic surplus. 

iii. Specialization based on specially acquired technical abilities is absent, however a division of labour, 

based on factors other than specialization, like gender, age kinship is widely prevalent. 

iv. The ‘regular market’ as an institution is absent. Money as a store and medium of exchange is not 

widely used and intra-tribal economic relations are always based on barter and exchange. 

v. The notion of property is related to display and expenditure of wealth rather than its accumulation. 

However, land, personal effects and certain intangible rights are owned as property. Property is 

mostly held jointly. For ex, multiple possessory rights as found in certain tribes New Zealand and 
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West Africa, wherein several possessors use the same thing, like land, for different purposes. There is 

therefore, ‘communal inheritance of property.’ 

vi. Cooperative  and collective endeavor  characterizes work in the tribal societies. The ‘profit motive’ in 

economic dealings is generally absent and the role of an incentive is fulfilled by a sense of  ‘mutual 

obligation and sharing.’ 

vii. Most of their economic activities are directed towards the manufacture of ‘consumption goods’ and 

the same are consumed rather than deposited or hoarded. 

According to Robert Redfield, agriculture is accepted as the noblest, and the best job. Members of the 

society have a highly ‘revert attitude towards land. 

i. Agriculture is not an enterprise but ‘a way of life’, which cannot be given up in favour of any other 

activity promising more money. Agriculture is not for business or profit. Selling a portion of their 

crops are not an end in themselves. Peasants are primarily concerned with ‘subsistence production.’ 

ii. There   is  emphasis  on ‘subsistence production,’ a limited range of items produced, and a direct 

dependence on the environment.  

iii. There  is   use of   antiquated technology and ‘low agricultural productivity.’ 

iv. The economic behavior is directed at a pattern of ‘immediate consumption’ and at meeting the 

material demands of ceremonialism. There  are  efforts at meeting the demands of religious 

observances and ‘social position’ in terms of festive foods, fireworks, traditional payments and 

obligations. 

The nature and characteristic of work (economic sub system) in these types of societies stands in direct 

contrast with work carried out in the modern industrial societies , which  is  organized  around ‘formal  

standards’  and ‘contractual  relations’. However, the above two are ‘small scale societies’ and the informal 

organization of work can meet the ‘economic needs’ of the members of the society. 

 

5. (a) What is democracy? Discuss the types of democracy? Examine the limitations of the current processes 

of ‘democratization.’ 

Approach: 

• Description  of    ‘democracy’ 

• Types  of  democracy: i)Participatory  ii)Representative 

• Limitations  :  i) Crisis   of  legitimacy  in  ‘post  democracy ‘   period  ii)  Importance  of  business  and   

financial  elites   iii) Post - materialist  values  impacting  political participation   iv)  Democratic  agenda  

in  developing    countries  

• Conclusion :   Increasing democratization  ,  despite  limitations. 

Answer: 

Democracy is a condition  where a community of people exercises  ‘collective self-determination.’ It is 

essentially   participatory , consultative, and   accountable. In   its   basic meaning, it   is a political system in 

which the ‘people’, not monarchs or aristocracies, rule. In some societies the officially accepted version of 

democracy is limited to the political sphere, whereas in others it is extended to broader   areas  of  social  

life.  According to Schmitter , modern political democracy is defined as “a system of governance in which 

the ‘rulers’ are held accountable for their actions in the public realm by citizens, who  act  indirectly through 

the cooperation of their elected representatives.” 

According  to   Held,  democracy is generally  seen  as the   political system which is most able to ensure 

political equality, protect liberty and freedom, defend the common interest, meet citizens’ needs, promote 
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moral self-development and enable effective decision-making which takes everyone’s interests into 

account.  

The form that democracy takes in any   given context is largely an outcome of how its   values  and goals   are 

understood and prioritized. Accordingly , there   are   two  main  types  of  democracy. a) Participatory  

Democracy   b) Representative  Democracy. 

In   Participatory democracy (or direct democracy), decisions are made  communally by those affected by 

them. It  is  however  of   limited importance in modern societies, where the mass of the population has 

political rights, and it would be impossible for everyone to  actively  participate in the making of all the 

decisions  affecting  them. Another example of participatory democracy is the holding of referenda, when 

the people express their views on a particular issue, to  inform  important   policy  decisions.  

Practicalities however   render participatory democracy unwieldy on a large scale, except in specific 

instances such as a special referendum. Therefore , more  common today is representative democracy, 

political systems in which decisions affecting a community are taken, not by its members as a whole, but by 

those  they have elected for this purpose. In the area of national government, representative democracy 

takes the form of elections to parliaments or  congresses. Countries in which voters can choose between two 

or more political  parties and in which the mass of the adult population has the right to vote are usually 

called liberal democracies. Britain, the USA, Japan, Australia, India are  examples  of  liberal democracies.  

Democracy has proved itself to be the ‘best’ political   system   and is a better form of political organization 

than authoritarianism. As democracy is becoming so widespread, it   might  be  expected that  it is  working 

in a highly successful way. Yet this does   not  appear  to be the case  and   almost everywhere, established 

democracies are in some difficulty. 

In established democracies such as those in the USA and Japan, democracy is in a far from healthy state. 

According to Colin Crouch, there is a crisis of legitimacy as many citizens have  begun  to question whether 

the government truly represents their interests. He argues that we have entered an era of post-democracy 

in which the effectiveness and power of democratic institutions and processes have been seriously 

compromised.  

Mass participation has declined , since  the  1970s and the power of business and financial interests has 

grown. Global deregulation of financial markets  has increased the power of ‘finance capital’ and the 

dominant  concerns  of  governments  have been  to  ensure  the   success  of  business   and  finance  in  the   

pursuit  of overall  economic  growth. 

Colin Crouch believes that professional lobbying by companies has largely replaced ‘mass participation’ in 

political parties. As  a  result  power has shifted away from democratic control to a corporate elite. Because  

of  the growing dependence of government on the expertise of corporate executives and leading 

entrepreneurs, and the dependence of parties on their funds, there  is  steady  movement  towards the 

establishment of a new, dominant, combined political and economic class.  

Some academics and politicians have talked about a wider ‘crisis of trust’ in society. Evidence seems to 

confirm a ‘loss of trust’, at least when it comes to party politics. 

Also  there  has been a shift in ‘political values’ in democratic nations from ‘scarcity values’ to ‘post-

materialist values’. This means that after a certain level of economic prosperity has been reached, voters 

become concerned less with economic issues than with the quality of their individual lifestyles’ as opposed 

to collective lifestyles, such as the desire for meaningful work. As a result, voters are generally less 

interested in national politics, except for issues involving ‘personal liberty.’ 

There  is  to  be  seen  in many  instances  what  Barrington  Moore  calls  as  ‘revolutions  from  above’. 

Political,  economic and military elites, in the developing world and in the former Soviet Union, often anxious 

to increase levels of international trade and to encourage  trans -nationals to set up shop in their countries, 

have pursued a democratic agenda of their own. Though    trans- nationals  are notorious  for  striking   
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deals  with dictators ,they  generally  prefer to do business in  democratic  states, which  tend  to  be  more  

stable  than other  kinds  of  state. 

Though, because of  the  above  mentioned  factors, democracy  and  democratic  processes  and  institutions  

have  begun  to  be questioned ,  yet  contemporary  times  have  been  witnessing  increasing  

democratization . A globalized media, along with advances in communications technology, has exposed 

inhabitants of many non-democratic nations to democratic ideals, increasing internal pressure on political 

elites to hold elections. Despite   the  limitations , it  continues  to  be  the  most  preferred  political system. 

5. (b) (i)Revolution: 

Approach: 

• Definition  of  Revolution 

• Characteristics  of  Revolution 

• Factors  leading to  Revolution 

• Theoretical  explanation  of   Revolution 

• Conclusion. 

Answer: 

Revolution is defined as any “sudden, usually violent change in which the entire social and political order is 

overturned and reconstructed on new principles with new leaders”. The prototype of all modern 

revolutions was the “American” and “French” revolution. Both had clear ‘political agenda’, and both resulted 

in a ‘complete transformation of power relationships.’ 

The important characteristics of a revolution are: i) A Revolution leads to  a  ‘total  change’  in  the  social  

structure . The new governing elite attempts  to make ‘fundamental    changes’ in the social structure of the 

post-revolutionary society. 

ii) A  Revolution  is  usually  followed   by  ‘periods  of  great  uncertainty’ , as the  new  regime  attempts  to    

establish  its own  legitimacy . 

iii) They  are  not always led by the members of the oppressed class but rather by ‘well-educated members’ 

of the middle class. 

iv)  Not   all   revolutions are  ‘ socialistic or egalitarian or modernizing’, many of them are  ‘anti-democratic’ 

or ‘right wing’. 

Brinton has identified several  factors which makes revolution a ‘distinct possibility’ if not a certainty. 

i)Alternative   channels to change must be ‘blocked’, and significant groups in society must feel that they 

have no access to power. 

ii) Existing political institutions must usually be   ‘weak or even on the verge of breakdown’. 

iii)People   must be aware that there are ‘alternatives to the existing system’. They  must  feel   that   they 

are entitled to benefits that have been denied to them in the past. 

The  factors  giving  rise  to  revolution  , may be i) political  ii) economic  iii)sociological. However  , the  

most  accepted  view  is    that  it  results  from  ‘relative  deprivation’,   occurring when long periods of rising 

economic prosperity are sharply reversed. 

The most influential theory of revolution has been  Karl    Marx s   analysis  of  revolution  in  his  theory   of  

class  struggle. According to Marx, “revolution involves the replacement of one mode of production by 

another”. It   emphasizes   the importance of the struggles between social classes or the contradiction within 

the mode of production between the forces and the relations of production. Revolution is an uncertain 
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outcome of a ‘complex combination’ of forces such as class consciousness, historical circumstances, political 

organization and the repression of the working class.  

However the Marxist theory of revolution, is regarded as discredited as it believed that revolutionary 

collapse of capitalism would occur in ‘core states’, whereas   Louis Althusser, emphasizes    that  revolution 

would most likely occur in the weak link of the chain of capitalist society, that  is  it  has  occurred  in  the  

peripheral  regions. The survival of European capitalism and the collapse of socialism further substantiate his 

argument. 

According    to  ,ThedaScocpol, revolution  results   from    the inability of institutions to cope with the 

normal crisis. She proposed a ‘macro-level, structural analysis’, which made a sharp distinction between the 

political and social revolutions. As against the ‘mono-causal’, explanations of social revolutions she proposed 

a complex, fluid model which emphasizes the difference between states, the role of external factors and 

the availability of  grievance channels for different social classes. 

The   social   change   resulting  from   revolutionary change in a society is never complete, and  the 

outcomes are highly variable. Elements of old order live on, confounding the ‘idealistic intentions’ which 

launched the revolution. 

 

5. (b) (ii) Pressure groups and Democracy 

Approach: 

• Definition  of   ‘Pressure  groups’ 

• Characteristics  of  Pressure  groups 

• Relationship  between  Pressure   groups  and  Democracy –Pluralists   theory   of  Power 

• Conclusion: Criticism. 

Answer: 

Pressure groups are ‘formally constituted organizations’ which are designed at least partly to bring 

‘pressure’ to bear on government, and other political institutions, to achieve ends that they favour. They   

seek to ‘influence’ political parties and the various departments of a state. They do not aim to take power in 

the sense of forming a government. The specified objective of a pressure group is to represent a ‘particular 

interest’ in society. 

In a democracy, political parties often mould and adept their principles under innumerable pressure brought 

about by these organized groups of citizens, operating mostly outside the political system.  

Pressure groups bring about  ‘pressure’ to bear in a number of ways. i) by making contributions to the funds 

of political parties ii) effective campaign by pressure groups can mobilize extensive public support. iii) 

provision of expertise. It has often been argued that, in complex modern industrial society, governments 

cannot operate without the specialized knowledge of pressure groups. iv) by illegal payments to elected 

representative and state officials or in other words, bribery. 

The idea that pressure groups play a significant part in society is related to the theory ofpluralism, which 

explains the distribution of power in Western democratic societies. The pluralists see pressure groups as 

necessary elements in a democratic system for a number of reasons. i) voting in elections involves only  

‘minimal participation’ in politics for members of a democracy . Pressure groups provide the opportunity for 

many individuals, who are not members of political parties, to participate in politics. ii) pressure groups are 

also necessary because even those who have voted for a government may not agree with all its policies. 

They make it possible to alter some parts of a governing party’s policies. iii) they help to disperse power 

downwards. iv) Pressure  groups can mobilize public concern over issues that have been neglected or 

overlooked by the government. Ex. A variety of environmental pressure groups did much to push the ‘issue 
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of global warming’ on to the political agenda before it was accepted as a crucial issue by most political 

parties. 

According to the pluralists, all sections of society and all shades of political opinion are represented 

through the pressure groups in western democracies. Anyone who feels that they are being neglected by the 

government can form a ‘new pressure group’. The pluralists   also assume   that all pressure groups have 

equal power. These assumptions are a bit questionable. 

Critiques  have  questioned   the   relationship between pressure groups and democracy ,as  highlighted   by  

the   pluralists   and  have  pointed  out that  not all interests are represented through pressure groups in 

democracy. For ex, the unemployed are a group who, unlike employers and employees, still lack a protective 

pressure group to represent them.  

Secondly,  the  elite  pluralists ,have  made  a  distinction  between insiderand outsider groups. Insider 

groups tend to have more ‘influence’ than outsider group. However, some groups previously regarded as 

outsider groups, ex, Greenpeace have become accepted by governments to be consulted over matters 

concerning them. 

Empirically , many a times pressure groups could not be representative of their members.  

Also since pressure groups are sectional in their scope, many a times some pressure groups with ‘greater 

influence and power’, could also be  ‘lessening the spirit of democracy.’  

However, despite the power differentials between pressure groups, they have played a significant role in 

any  enhancing democracy  in  a  society. 

 

5. (c) Work in feudal societies 

Approach: 

• Description   of   ‘Feudal  society’ 

• Relationship  between    ‘land lords  and  cultivators’. 

• Marxian   conception of  Feudal  mode   of  production 

• Conclusion: Criticism   

Answer: 

In all cultures, work is the basis of economy. A Feudal society refers to ‘pre modern agrarian societies.’ Work 

in the feudal society is centeredaroundland. Relationship with land, which is the primary source of economic 

activity, gives rise to two broad categories, the land-owners (feudal lords) and the non–owners (cultivator 

peasant). 

According to Prawer and Eisentadt, work in feudal societies, is characterized by ‘rights of lords over the 

peasants who are serfs. A ‘dependent peasantry’ provides the surplus that the over lords require to perform 

political functions.  

Cultivators in feudal societies are seen as ‘subordinate class.’ The land they cultivate does not legally belong 

to them and they only have the ‘right’ to cultivate the land whose legal owner is the ‘overlord’ or the ‘feudal 

lord’. The distinctive feature of work in feudal society is the structures of ‘dependency’ and ‘patronage’ that 

exists between the cultivators and the ‘overlords’. The cultivating peasants have to show a sense of ‘loyalty’ 

and ‘obligation’ towards their overlords. This sense of loyalty is expressed not only by paying a ‘share of the 

produce of land’ to the landlord but many a times the peasants are also obliged to perform certain duties for 
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the overlord without expecting any wages in return. This performance of ‘unpaid labour’ is carried out 

throughout the year. The ‘jajmani system’ of traditional Hindu caste system in India best illustrates it. 

Karl Marx and Engels dealt only briefly with pre-capitalist modes of production, however later Marxist 

sociologists became more interested in the feudal mode of production. The ‘class structure’ of the feudal 

society, explains the nature of work in feudal societie .In the feudal mode of production, workers (serfs) are 

not dispossessed of all control over the means of production, but they do have ‘effective possession’ of 

some of the means of production, though not the legal title. The feudal mode of production, secures the 

appropriation of surplus labour in the form of ‘rent’. Feudal rent may assume a number of forms, rent in 

kind, money or labour. Variations in the feudal mode of production can be explained in terms of these 

variations in rent. 

Class struggle between lords and peasants centers on the size of the productive units allocated to tenants, 

the conditions of tenancy. It is argued that because the peasant-tenant has some ‘degree of control’ over 

production, for ex, possession of ‘customary rights,’ ‘extra-economicconditions’ are required to secure 

‘control’ over the peasantry by landlords. These conditions are basically forms of ‘political and ideological 

control.’   

Work in the feudal society is therefore mainly understood as the class structure of pre-modern agrarian 

societies. The ‘Marxist conception’ of work in feudal societies being based on a ‘conflict of interest’ between 

the owners and cultivators has however been critiqued by some scholars. They have emphasized on the 

‘reciprocal role-relationships’ and ‘inter-dependence’ between the feudal lords and cultivator peasants. 
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